IWATA AIRBRUSHES
Note: The following products are only available for purchase through the
Order Desk or as a Special Order at one of Curry’s retail locations. Please
call Curry’s Customer Service at 1-800-268-2969 for pricing, availablity and
ordering information. Please quote the product code when enquiring.

Iwata Deluxe Airbrush Set product code: iw200
Product Description: The multi-purpose, high-paint-flow, high-detail
airbrushes of the Eclipse Series are commonly used to spray premixed
or heavier paints. Well suited for uses demanding precise control when
applying moderate-to-large amounts of paint to a variety of surfaces
and to various-sized areas.
Kit Includes: Iwata Smart Jet auto shut-off compressor, Iwata Eclipse
CS dual-action airbrush, 2 instructional DVDs, Artool Freehand
Template (FH-2), 10 bottles of Medea Com-Art Colors, 8 oz. bottle of
Medea Airbrush Cleaner
Iwata Eclipse BCS Airbrush product code: ecl2001
Product Description: The Eclipse BCS is a multi-purpose, high detail
airbrush designed to spray pre-mixed or heavy paints. Best for uses
demanding precise control where moderate to large amounts of paint
are being applied.
The Eclipse BCS is a dual-action, internal-mix, bottom feed airbrush
designed for use by fine artists, textile painters, wall muralists, sign
painters, automotive muralists, students, and hobbyists.
Eclipse airbrushes are so versatile that one size needle and coneshaped fluid tip is all that is required. These airbrushes can spray fine
lines to large backgrounds using thin to heavy paints. Even stippling
patterns can be achieved by simply removing the air cap. No need to
change heads, one head does it all. All major brands of airbrush jars
and jar adaptors are compatible with Eclipse airbrushes, so there is no
need to replace those dozens of jars you already own.
TIP SIZE: 0.5mm
ATOMIZATION: 7
• Bottom-feed airbrush features a 0.5-mm needle and nozzle
combination
• Sets the industry standard for high-performing, general-purpose,
high-paint-flow airbrushes
• Versatile, reliable performance - this airbrush does it all
Iwata Eclipse CS Airbrush Set Staff Pick! product code: ecl4501
Product Description: HP-CS gravity feed airbrush set with 10 ft
braided air hose, 0.35 mm needle & nozzle combination commonly
used to spray premixed or heavier paints. It is well suited for uses
demanding precise control of spray when applying moderate-to-large
amounts of paint to a variety of surfaces and to various-sized areas.
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Gravity-feed airbrush features a unique 0.35-mm needle and nozzle
combination for fine-detail spraying, but with high-paint-flow capacity
Generous 1/3 oz. sized cup is designed with a new funnel shape,
which makes for easy clean up and more efficient paint flow
Automotive artists, fine artists and students will appreciate how well
the Eclipse CS sprays heavier acrylics and Medea Textile Colors, while
maintaining high-detail spray characteristics.
Iwata Eclipse BS Airbrush product code: eclbs
Product Description: The Eclipse BS is a multi-purpose, high detail
airbrush designed to spray pre-mixed or heavy paints and well suited
for uses demanding precise control where moderate to large amounts
of paint are being applied.
The Eclipse is machined with the finest grade materials for the closest
tolerances. The self-centering fluid tip and hardened stainless steel
needle seat together precisely for a secure, long lasting fit. Two internal
bushing sites behind the trigger allow the needle to stay centered
throughout the airbrush, resulting in perfect alignment of internal
working parts and long-standing durability. A tough, triple chromeplated exterior is impervious to most solvents.
The new funnel design of the generous 1/16 oz. cup makes clean-up
easier and helps prevent paint wastage. Fine artists and students alike
will appreciate how well the Eclipse BS sprays heavier acrylics and Body
Art paints while maintaining very fine spray characteristics.
• Gravity-feed airbrush features a 0.35-mm needle and nozzle
combination
• convenient 1/16 oz. sized cup
• The improved funnel design of the cup makes for easy clean up and
more efficient paint flow
• Ideal for nail and beauty applications
Iwata HP-BH Hi-Line Airbrush product code: shpbh
Product Description: The HP-BH offers ultimate air control directly
at the nozzle with Iwata’s Micro Air Control (MAC) Valve Technology.
Designed for artists who demand extreme control of detailed spraying,
this brush uses larger threads on the nozzle which offers a more secure
hold and ensures better centering of the nozzle.
The HP-BH is made with Teflon™ needle packing, a dual-purpose cutaway, pre-set handle and one-piece auxiliary lever/needle chucking,
and stronger nozzle threads.
A .2mm nozzle has a 1/16 oz (1.8ml) cup for holding larger quantities paint. The gravity feed cup features a smooth inside taper which
provides quick and easy clean up.
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Iwata HP-BC Plus Airbrush product code: shpbcplus
Product Description: The HP-BC Plus bottom feed airbrush is
renowned as the professional’s workhorse. This popular High
Performance Series brush has been pumped up with inspired new
features:
• Dual-purpose, cutaway and pre-set handle for easy clean up and
precise control of paint flow
• Teflon™ needle packing for automotive or other solvent-based paints
• Larger threads on the nozzle offer a more secure fit and better
centering of the nozzle
• Redesigned tapered gravity-feed cups ensure easy clean up and
more efficient paint flow
• Single-piece auxiliary lever/needle-chucking guide provides easy
assembly
• With its .3mm nozzle and needle combination, the HP-BC Plus offers
high precision, detailed spraying from a hairline to a 1” pattern.
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